Management of gestational diabetes mellitus
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Abstract: The incidence of gestational diabetes mellitus (GDM) is on the increase and, if not diagnosed, managed and treated adequately, can have unfavorable maternal and fetal outcomes. Several studies have shown that glycemic values considered as adequate in the past when monitoring GDM failed to contain these adverse outcomes and randomized trials are needed to ascertain whether these targets should be lowered. Dietary restrictions remain the mainstay of GDM management and suitable physical exercise can help too. The use of rapid-acting insulin analogues (lispro and aspart) are novel treatments for improving metabolic control by reducing postprandial glycemia, while long-acting insulin analogues need to be evaluated by further studies for safety in clinical use before they can be prescribed. Numerous studies have found glyburide and metformin safe in women with GDM but more randomized controlled trials are needed, with a long-term follow-up of mother and child, to confirm these results.
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Introduction
Gestational diabetes mellitus (GDM) is classically defined as “Carbohydrate intolerance resulting in hyperglycemia of variable severity with onset or first recognition during pregnancy”. It does not rule out a prior unidentified glucose intolerance, and in fact several studies have found 10% to 15% of cases of undiagnosed type 2 diabetes mellitus among GDM patients. The disorder affects 5% to 7% of all pregnancies and its frequency is rising the world over.

Insulin resistance increases in normal pregnancy due to progressively rising levels of feto-placental hormones such as progesterone, cortisol, growth hormone, prolactin and human placental lactogen. The pancreas normally compensates by increasing insulin secretion, but when it fails to do so, or when insulin secretion declines due to a beta-cell function impairment, then GDM develops. Maternal hyperglycemia, which is typical of GDM, causes a greater transfer of glucose to the fetus, causing fetal hyperinsulinemia and an overgrowth of insulin-sensitive (mainly adipose) tissues, with consequent excessive, unbalanced fetal growth, causing more trauma at birth, shoulder dystocia and perinatal deaths. Hyperinsulinemia can also cause numerous neonatal metabolic complications, such as hypoglycemia, hyperbilirubinemia, hypocalcemia, hypomagnesemia, polycythemia, respiratory distress syndrome, and a greater long-term risk of diabetes mellitus and obesity in the child. GDM is related to maternal complications too, such as hypertension, pre-eclampsia, greater need for cesarean
delivery,8,9 and a greater risk of developing diabetes mellitus later on. It is worth emphasizing that rising levels of obesity worldwide have prompted an increase in the numbers of obese women who become pregnant, and who develop GDM. Pregnancy complicated by obesity is characterized by higher adverse maternal and fetal outcome rates, especially in GDM patients.10

Given the pathophysiology of GDM, most women with GDM subsequently develop type 2 diabetes. A systematic literature review found a cumulative incidence of conversion from GDM to type 2 diabetes that varied widely (from 2.6% to 70%), largely due to differences in the duration of follow-up and cohort retention rates. After adjusting for such differences, a rapid rise in the cumulative incidence of type 2 diabetes emerged in the first 5 years after delivery.11

Managing GDM: clinical evidence

The potential benefits of medical and obstetric GDM management are fewer maternal and fetal complications during and after pregnancy,12 but the clinical entity of GDM13 and the utility (in terms of costs and maternal and fetal benefits) of screening for GDM have recently been questioned.14,15 Since it is sometimes difficult to distinguish GDM from prior undiagnosed type 2 diabetes, it is also not easy to assess the risks and benefits of treating GDM. In a recent review on the treatment of GDM and glucose intolerance in pregnancy, Tufnell et al14 concluded that there are insufficient data for any conclusion on the effects of treatment for these conditions on perinatal outcome. A systematic review for the US Preventive Services Task Force said that, “limited evidence suggests that GDM treatment after 24 weeks improves some maternal and neonatal outcomes. Evidence is even more sparse for screening before 24 weeks of gestation.”15

On the other hand, Langer et al16 recently recorded composite adverse fetal outcomes (stillbirth, macrosomia, large for gestational age, hypoglycemia, erythrocytosis, hyperbilirubinemia) in 59% of untreated and 18% of treated GDM women, and in 11% of normal controls. The Australian Carbohydrate Intolerance Study in Pregnant Women (ACHOIS)17 unequivocally demonstrated that treating GDM (as defined by World Health Organization [WHO] criteria) improves maternal and fetal outcome. The rate of severe perinatal outcomes in newborn was significantly lower in the treated group than in the control group (1% vs 4%, p = 0.01), and quality of life was improved in the treated group. Cost analysis showed that the treatment was cost-effective.18 Finally, a cost-effectiveness study by the National Institute for Clinical Excellence (NICE) demonstrated that GDM screening, diagnosis and treatment is cost-effective, irrespective of the type of pharmacological treatment used.19 Hence, even if some controversy remains, GDM is a genuine clinical entity that warrants diagnosis and treatment.20

Glucose management (Table 1)

The goal of glucose management in GDM is to keep glucose values as near normal as possible.

The Fifth International Workshop Conference (FIWC) on GDM21 suggests capillary whole blood glucose concentrations below 96 mg/dL (<5.3 mmol/L) before meals and either below 140 mg/dL (<7.8 mmol/L) 1 h afterwards or below 120 mg/dL (<6.7 mmol/L) 2 h afterwards. The reference plasma glucose levels suggested by the American Diabetes Association (ADA) are below 105 mg/dL (5.8 mmol/L) before meals and either below 155 mg/dL (8.6 mmol/L) 1 h afterwards, or below 130 mg/dL (7.2 mmol/L) 2 h afterwards.1

It is worth emphasizing, however, that these recommendations do not consider glycemic values higher than those normally recorded in pregnancy, they refer to glycemic levels associated with pregnancy outcome.22 This is mainly because studies on glycaemia in normal pregnant women are scarce, concern few hospitalized women and glucose levels were measured only on one day in the third trimester of pregnancy.23–25

In a more recent study on normal-weight pregnant women monitoring their own blood glucose levels, Parretti et al26

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1 Glycemic target in pregnancy</th>
<th>ADA4 4th IWC 199821</th>
<th>ACOG 200112</th>
<th>Parretti 200124</th>
<th>Yogaev 200337</th>
<th>Siegmund 200725</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FPG (mg/dL)</td>
<td>&lt;95</td>
<td>60–90</td>
<td>62 ± 4.5</td>
<td>75 ± 12</td>
<td>77.3 ± 9.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 h PPPG (mg/dL)</td>
<td>&lt;140</td>
<td>&lt;130–140</td>
<td>94 ± 6</td>
<td>105 ± 13</td>
<td>100.0 ± 12.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 h PPPG (mg/dL)</td>
<td>&lt;120</td>
<td>&lt;120</td>
<td>81.4 ± 5.7</td>
<td>97 ± 11</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean blood glucose (mg/dL)</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>74.7 ± 5.2</td>
<td>83.7 ± 18</td>
<td>87.2 ± 7.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviations: FPG, fasting plasma glucose; 1 hPPP, 1 hour postprandial plasma glucose; 2 hPPP, 2 hour postprandial plasma glucose; SBGM, self blood glucose monitoring; CGMS, continuous glucose monitoring system.
found lower glycemic levels than those previously reported, both before and after meals, which gradually increased from the 28th to the 38th week of gestation.

Nowadays, continuous glucose monitoring systems (CGMS) use subcutaneous sensors impregnated with glucose oxidase to assess subcutaneous interstitial glucose levels every 10 seconds. These devices have added to our understanding of normal glucose values in pregnancy. This approach revealed that in normal pregnant women, glucose levels were similar to those found by Parretti et al with significantly lower levels at night than during the day. The same authors also showed that obese pregnant women have significantly lower blood glucose levels at night. Langer et al subsequently found that maintaining a good glycemic control in obese women (mean plasma glucose <100 mg/dL) is only associated with a favorable fetal outcome in women treated with insulin. This might mean that different glycemic values are needed in obese GDM women to reduce fetal and maternal complications, though prospective studies are needed to clarify this issue before current recommendations can be changed.

Measuring glucose levels after meals is more important than pre-prandial levels in GDM patients because it correlates better with certain adverse neonatal events, eg, malformations, macrosomia, hypoglycemia, and shoulder dystocia. There is some debate as to whether glucose should be measured 1 or 2 hours after a meal. Continuous blood glucose monitoring has recently shown that glucose peaks occur about 70 ± 13 min after meals in non-diabetic pregnant women and about 90 min in diabetic women, whatever their glycemic control and type of treatment. No differences in postprandial glycemic profile emerged between breakfast, lunch and dinner. A recent review showed that patients managed according to the glucose levels measured an hour after meals, generally had babies with a lower birth weight, less neonatal hypoglycemia, less macrosomia and fewer cesarean deliveries than patients whose glucose levels were tested 2 hours after meals.

As for glycemic levels and neonatal complications of GDM, Langer et al found higher macrosomia rates with mean blood glucose levels higher than 105 mg/dL, whereas the risk of babies being small for their gestational age was high when the mean blood glucose levels dropped below 87 mg/dL; mean blood glucose values should therefore be kept between 87 mg/dL and 105 mg/dL in GDM patients to avoid these fetal complications.

As for fetal deaths, Pettitt et al reported a higher risk of stillbirth related mainly to excessive fetal growth, and Bartha et al found that stillbirths were more common among women whose GDM was diagnosed early than in those diagnosed later in their pregnancy; Aberg et al confirmed these data. Beischer et al also documented a higher perinatal mortality rate in untreated than in treated GDM patients. The increase in fetal death rates thus depends on the severity of glucose intolerance and the degree of glycemic control. The ADA’s position statement suggests that fasting blood glucose levels higher than 105 mg/dL carries a greater risk of perinatal mortality in GDM patients. Karlson and Kielmer also found an association between mean blood glucose levels and perinatal mortality, which was 4% in GDM women with mean plasma glucose levels below 100 mg/dL, 15% if it was 100 mg/dL to 150 mg/dL, and 24% if it exceeded 150 mg/dL.

As for glycemic control and the other GDM-related fetal complications (hypoglycemia, hypocalcemia, hyperbilirubinemia and respiratory complications), Langer et al postulated earlier that mean blood glucose levels below 100 mg/dL (as in normal pregnant women) reduce the incidence of all these complications. A more recent paper clearly showed that maternal and fetal complication rates were still higher in GDM than in normal pregnant women, even when strictly treated to achieve the above-mentioned plasma glucose levels.

The thresholds used in the past to prevent maternal and fetal complications of GDM may need to be reconsidered in the light of recent findings in normal pregnant women monitoring their own blood glucose levels or using a CGMS, and of the results of the Hyperglycemia and Adverse Pregnancy Outcome (HAPO) study. This multicenter, blinded study addressed the risk of adverse outcomes associated with various degrees of maternal glucose intolerance less severe than overt diabetes, showing an association between increasing levels of fasting, 1-hour, and 2-hour postprandial plasma glucose (on oral glucose tolerance testing) and birth weight above the 90th percentile and cord C-peptide above the 90th percentile, as well as a positive association between rising plasma glucose levels and each of five secondary outcomes examined (premature delivery, shoulder dystocia or birth injury, admission to the neonatal intensive care, hyperbilirubinemia and preeclampsia).

Achieving a good glycemic control is therefore very important to reduce fetal complications in GDM and it is worth emphasizing that a good glucose control needs to be achieved without any hypoglycemic episodes, since CGMS has shown that women with GDM may have hypoglycemic...
episodes too (contrary to common convictions), especially if they are treated with insulin, and such episodes are generally asymptomatic. Finally, we have to consider the daily fluctuations in glycemia, which may contribute to certain neonatal complications, as demonstrated recently. Taslimi et al found that the glycemia index correlated better with birth weight percentile than blood glucose monitored by conventional methods in pregnant women with type 1 diabetes and GDM.

Glycemic control can also be evaluated by measuring HbA$_1c$. Although standardized measurements have shown that HbA$_1c$ levels are significantly higher in GDM patients than in normal pregnant women, the association between HbA$_1c$ levels and pregnancy outcome in these patients is weak. When considering HbA$_1c$ levels in diabetic pregnant patients, we must refer to the values for normal pregnant women (which are lower than in women who are not pregnant) and standardized methods are needed to obtain valid results.

**Obstetric management**

Obstetric management is just as essential as metabolic management, and fetal monitoring is very important to decide the best time and mode of delivery.

Insulin-treated GDM patients and those with a poor metabolic control and/or comorbidities need to be monitored using “stress-free tests” in the 32nd week of gestation, and umbilical blood flow should be assessed using a biophysical profile and Doppler velocimetry as recommended by the Fourth IWC on GDM, the American College of Obstetricians and Gynecologists (ACOG), and the European Association of Perinatal Medicine (EAPM). In GDM patients on a controlled diet, it is not clear whether strict obstetric management should entail anything more than monitoring fetal movements in the last 8 to 10 weeks of pregnancy. Garner et al recorded no stillbirths among GDM women under routine obstetric management with no predelivery fetal monitoring. According to the ACOG and the FIWC on GDM, fetal movement should be monitored during the last 8 to 10 weeks of pregnancy in GDM patients with good metabolic control achieved by dietary measures and with an appropriate fetal growth. Any decline in the perceived fetal movements should be reported immediately to the obstetrician. The results of a large randomized multicenter study that compared perinatal outcome between women with mild GDM randomized to dietary and/or insulin therapy and women randomized to nonspecific treatment should clarify the optimal strategy for managing GDM.

Screening for congenital anomalies is only recommended in GDM patients with HbA$_1c$ levels higher than 7% or fasting plasma glucose levels higher than 120 mg/dL, given the high risk of undiagnosed prepregnancy diabetes and the consequently high risk of congenital malformations.

An important point to consider when monitoring GDM is the chance to predict and treat macrosomia, the most common complication of this condition. In order to plan any treatment designed to contain excess fetal growth, we need to know when this phenomenon sets in. An ultrasound (US) study on fetal lean and fat mass in GDM and normal pregnant women at various gestational ages showed that lean mass increases in the GDM fetus from the 20th gestational week (g.w) onwards and fat mass from the 26th g.w. The accuracy of US estimates of fetal weight is commonly expressed as sensitivity, specificity, positive and negative predictive values, and proportions of estimates within 10% of actual birth weight. The mean absolute error in the birth weight predicted using US is in the range of 6% to 12% of the actual birth weight, with 40% to 75% of estimates coming within 10% of the actual birth weight. US fetal measurements have proved to depend on the examiner’s expertise. Moreover, studies comparing clinical and US measurements found neither method superior, US proving more accurate only in the low birth weight range. A recent study also showed that the positive predictive value of US in assessing birth weights above the 95th percentile in women with varying degrees of glucose intolerance is only 50%. In another recent study, Pates et al found that US estimates of fetal weight of 4000 g or more, based on fetal abdominal circumference, biparietal diameter, head circumference and femur length, within a week of delivery and a higher than normal amniotic fluid index in combination with clinical risk factors (maternal parity, BMI and diabetes) improved the prediction of macrosomia from 61% to 71%.

Newly-developed technologies, such as 3D US and magnetic resonance imaging, are promising in this setting, having proved highly accurate in measuring fetal weight from a volumetric assessment of the fetus. Most such studies published to date refer to only a few cases, however, and the cost-benefit ratio of these technologies needs to be determined before it can be considered routinely applicable.

There is evidence from some studies that a fetal abdominal circumference beyond the 75th percentile and fasting plasma glucose levels beyond 105 mg/dL correlate with a high risk of the newborn being large for gestational age (LGA); in such cases, stricter glycemic targets (80 mg/dL while fasting and 100 mg/dL to 120 mg/dL, 2 h after meals) and a more frequent
Use of insulin for treatment may reduce the number of babies that are LGA by 50%.67,68 Hence the recommendation from FIWC on GDM62 that fetal abdominal circumference be assessed every 2 to 4 weeks, from the second trimester to provide useful indicators for the treatment of GDM.

Given the contribution of fat mass to fetal weight, measuring soft tissue thickness might seem more accurate than whole body (fat and lean tissue) measurements.69 This method is highly sensitive, but scarcely specific; whereas measuring subcutaneous fetal fat tissue has proved to be both sensitive and specific.70,71 Such methods have yet to become routine in monitoring GDM patients, and further studies are needed to establish their real utility and cost-benefit ratio.66

**Diet**

The goals of medical therapy in GDM patients are to establish the right diet in terms of quality and quantity of nutrients to ensure normal maternal weight gain and fetal growth, optimize glycemic control, avoid ketoacidosis and reduce glucose levels after meals, since adverse maternal and fetal outcomes have been associated with hyperglycemia after meals. To achieve these goals, it is important for GDM patients to be followed-up by a team and included in an educational program, customize weight gain and calorie intake, and establish their needs in terms of type and distribution of carbohydrates, optimal protein, fat and micronutrient intake, and amount and type of physical activity.72

Maternal weight gain during pregnancy and BMI before pregnancy affect the infant’s birth weight. Taking the original recommendation on Nutrition for Pregnancy of the Institute of Medicine (IOM) into account,73 the Fourth IWC on GDM,22 and the EAPM Guidelines53 recommend a weight gain of 12.7 kg to 18.2 kg for pregnant women with a prepregnancy BMI lower than 19.8; 11.4 kg to 15.9 kg for pregnant women with a prepregnancy BMI between 19.8 and 26; 6.8 kg to 11.4 kg for pregnant women with a prepregnancy BMI between 26.1 and 29; and 6.8 kg for pregnant women with a prepregnancy BMI higher than 29. The ideal calorie intake in GDM patients is a debatable point; while it is generally agreed that underweight and normal-weight GDM patients should have the calorie intake recommended by the IOM,73 there is no such consensus for overweight and obese GDM patients and some authors advocate severe calorie restriction in such cases.74,75 Studies by Knoop et al74 and Magee et al75 using severe calorie restriction (1,200 kcal/day or a 50% reduction in daily kcal intake) have clearly shown, however, that even if this approach can improve glycemia, it also increases ketonuria, which has been associated with an altered mental development in children born to GDM mothers.76 Conversely, a more modest calorie restriction (1,600–1,880 kcal/day or a 33% reduction in daily kcal intake) improved glycemia and triglyceride levels without causing ketonuria.77,78

So, in accordance with the ADA,3 we suggest a daily calorie intake and distribution as shown in Table 2.

As for the optimal carbohydrate intake, since carbohydrates are a fundamental dietary resource for fetal brain development and at least 130 g/day of carbohydrates are needed in the normal population, pregnant women need about 33 g more, ie, 175 g of carbohydrates a day.73

It has recently been demonstrated that foods with a low glycemic index induce smaller increases in postprandial glucose levels and this might be important in GDM women, whose glucose levels are often high after meals.79,80 So, even if no randomized trials have been conducted as yet to test a

---

### Table 2: Calorie intake and distribution in GDM women

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Calorie intake in accordance with BMI (kcal/kg actual weight)</th>
<th>Caloric distribution</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• &lt;19.8 36–40</td>
<td>• Breakfast 10%–15%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• 19.8–26 30</td>
<td>• Snack 5%–10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• 26.1–33 24</td>
<td>• Lunch 20%–30%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• &gt;33 12–18</td>
<td>• Snack 5%–10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+340–452 kcal/die in 2nd and 3rd trimester</td>
<td>• Dinner 30%–40%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Snack 5%–10% (25 g CHO + 10 g P)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Nutrient distribution**

- CHO 45%–50% (complex carbohydrate and fiber)
- P 15%–20%
- L 30%–35% (mono and polyunsaturated)

**Abbreviations:** CHO, carbohydrates; P, proteins; L, lipids.
carbohydrate-rich diet with a low glycemic index in GDM patients, we would recommend using such a diet, suitably tailored to individual patients, in cases of GDM.

As for the other nutrients, vitamins and minerals, GDM women need to follow the same guidelines as normal pregnant women.

**Exercise in GDM**

It is well known that physical activity reduces glucose and insulin resistance in diabetic patients thereby helping them to control their weight, so it may be useful as adjunctive therapy in GDM women too.

The ADA suggests that women without medical or obstetric contraindications should be encouraged to start or continue a program of moderate exercise as part of their treatment for GDM. The Fourth IWC statement on GDM says that, “a planned physical activity of 30 min/day is recommended.” However, when exercise was studied in terms of its capacity to reduce plasma glucose and delay or prevent the need for insulin therapy, the results were inconclusive (due probably to the small samples considered, the lack of any randomization of the subjects, and the poor control or inadequate reporting of the intensity of the exercise concerned). The Cochrane study concluded that there is insufficient evidence to either recommend or advise against enrolling GDM patients in exercise programs, although several epidemiological studies have shown a link between physical activity and a lower risk of GDM.

Here again, further studies are needed to determine the optimal frequency, intensity, timing and type of exercise to recommend in GDM patients. Given the potential benefits of exercise in GDM, for uncomplicated pregnancies we can follow the recommendations of the Fourth IWC on GDM and the ACOG, provided GDM women monitor their blood glucose levels and fetal activity before and after exercising (Table 3).

**Insulin therapy**

Insulin is needed when dietary restrictions fail to achieve near-normal glucose control in GDM women. How long dietary measures alone should be attempted before starting insulin therapy depends on the patient’s glycemic control and the baby’s gestational age when GDM is diagnosed. It takes two weeks before one can say whether dietary measures alone suffices. Insulin dosage is calculated on a patient’s weight and it is best to start with 0.7 U/kg in normal-weight patients and 0.8–1.0 U/kg in the obese. Basal insulin is administered at bedtime, or both before breakfast and at bedtime; rapid-acting insulin (regular, lispro, aspart) is taken before meals.

Since improving postprandial hyperglycemia can reduce some negative maternal and fetal outcomes, the new insulin analogues may be beneficial in GDM patients. Regarding their safety, the first question is whether they cross the placenta and have harmful effects on the fetus; the second is whether they are really effective.

Animal studies found no embryotoxic or teratogenic effects of insulin lispro, and clinical and in vitro perfusion studies have shown that insulin lispro does not cross the placenta at the doses currently used in pregnancy. In GDM patients, insulin lispro has been associated with the formation of antibody resembling regular insulin and with lower levels of glucose, insulin and C-peptide after meals, and fewer hypoglycemic episodes than in patients on regular insulin.

As for insulin aspart, animal studies have again identified no embryotoxic or teratogenic effects, while no studies have

---

**Table 3** Guidelines of the ACOG for exercise during pregnancy

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Exercise recommended in pregnancy</th>
<th>Exercise to be avoided in pregnancy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. walking</td>
<td>1. skiing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. jogging/running</td>
<td>2. horseback riding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. aerobic dance</td>
<td>3. ice hockey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. swimming</td>
<td>4. soccer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. cycling</td>
<td>5. basketball</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. dancing</td>
<td>6. scuba diving</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Intensity of exercise**

- 60%–90% of maximal heart rate
- 50%–85% of either maximal oxygen uptake or heart rate reserve

**Duration and frequency**

- 30 minutes a day (in absence of either medical or obstetric complications)
been performed so far on its ability to cross the placenta. In GDM, using aspart has proved more effective than regular insulin in reducing postprandial glucose and C-peptide concentrations.89

No data are currently available on the use of glulisine in pregnancy.

Regarding long-acting insulin analogues, animal studies on insulin glargine have disclosed no embryotoxic or teratogenic effects, while some toxic effects (early intrauterine death, congenital malformations) correlated with the hypoglycemia induced by high doses of insulin.88 No data are available as yet on the capacity of these insulin analogues to cross the placenta. In a case-control pilot study involving 22 GDM cases treated with insulin glargine, Price et al could find no differences in maternal and fetal outcomes.91

We still have no data on the use of insulin detemir in pregnancy.

Based on these studies, insulin lispro and aspart appear to be just as safe and effective as regular insulin in GDM, while achieving a better postprandial glucose concentration and fewer hypoglycemic episodes. The safety of the new long-acting insulin analogues in pregnancy needs to be further analyzed, so they are not currently recommended in diabetic pregnant women.

**Oral hypoglycemic drugs**

These drugs are generally not prescribed during pregnancy because they are believed to cross the placenta and might cause fetal/neonatal hyperinsulinemia and hypoglycemia. There is also concern as to their teratogenicity when used in the first trimester of pregnancy. For hypoglycemic drugs, we still need to answer the same questions as for the new insulin analogues.

Glyburide has revealed only a minimal placental transfer92 and several studies (involving almost 1261 GDM cases) showed adequate glycemic control in most patients, fewer hypoglycemic episodes than with insulin treatment, and neonatal outcomes similar to those achieved with insulin.93,94 On the other hand, a recent study on 500 GDM women reported a significantly higher frequency of preeclampsia and the need for phototherapy in glyburide-treated patients.95

Given the above, this drug might be prescribed in GDM patients if maternal glycemic control and fetal development are monitored closely.

Metformin has been shown to cross the placenta, with fetal levels becoming about half those of the mother.96

The recent randomized Metformin and Gestational Diabetes (MIG) trial assessing the safety and efficacy of metformin in 363 GDM women showed that metformin, alone or with insulin supplementation, was not associated with more perinatal complications than insulin alone, but insulin had to be associated with the metformin in 46% of cases to achieve an adequate metabolic control.97

Metformin has been associated with fewer cases of GDM among women with polycystic ovary syndrome,98 and it was responsible for no neonatal complications in terms of malformations, birth weight or neonatal hypoglycemia.99

Because it crosses the placenta and relatively few cases have been treated so far, it would be prudent to await more information before assuming it is safe to use this drug in pregnancy.

Acarbose might be used if the patient tolerates the related gastrointestinal discomfort; a randomized trial on this drug is underway and the results will tell us more about its safety profile.100

Thiazolidinediones101 cross the placenta and, apart from one or two case studies, we know nothing about its safety in pregnancy. The same goes for incretin mimetics, which should not be used in pregnancy for the time being.102

**Conclusions**

The incidence of GDM is increasing and, if not diagnosed, managed and treated adequately (Figure 1), can have unfavorable maternal and fetal outcomes. Several studies have shown that the glycemic values considered adequate in the past when monitoring GDM were unable to contain these adverse outcomes and randomized trials are needed to ascertain whether these targets should be lowered. New methods for assessing glycemic control and fetal

---

**Figure 1** Management of gestational diabetes.

**Abbreviations:** FPG, fasting plasma glucose; 2 h PP, 2 h postprandial glucose; MPG, mean plasma glucose.
development seem promising, but have to be tested for routine use. Dietary restrictions remain the mainstay of GDM management, and suitable physical exercise can help too. Rapid-acting insulin analogues (lispro and aspart) are novel treatments for improving metabolic control by reducing postprandial glycemia, while long-acting insulin analogues need further study on the related safety issues before they can be prescribed. Numerous studies have found glyburide and metformin safe in GDM pregnancies, but more randomized controlled trials are needed in type 2 diabetic and GDM women, with a long-term follow-up of mother and child, to confirm these results.
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